Whites Dominate the Genius Department
-High Priest Mageson666
Guess JEW created those IQ charts that put Asian's over Whites?..... Professor MacDonald
mentioned this in his work. The jews who published such in their work like Gould. Are not to
be trusted as they are one jews and jews always lie. And two Jews from the Boasin school of
cultural anthropology. Which is an anti-White, jew Communist political agenda dressed in
fake science. The Jews skewed the actual IQ numbers to attempt make Whites lower as this
is the whole point of cultural anthropology. In some IQ tests that spilled through the cracks
in many cases the average White IQ is 120.
Whites dominate, where is the first world again? Wherever the most White People live.
That is why we created the space age while the Asian's on their own would still be in the
Bronze Age, they got their Iron Age knowledge from Aryan Persia and India.
It’s odd you saw all those Asian's living in places surrounded by Western developments,
buildings, driving western cars, all western technology even dressed in Western clothing and
using Western science and sending their best people to Western schools. And then think this
is somehow Asian genius here. This is why Japan was destroyed in the Second war. They
could not technologically advance or create new war tactics or tech against the British or
Americans. When Germany was bombed to the ground still inverted literal rocket science
and the most tech advances of the war. Where the Japanese were training with bamboo
spears the German's where firing V2 rockets which had the fire power to knock out one to
two blocks with one shot. The German's also created the first digital computer in the early
1940's and sent the first rocket into space under The National Socialist Government.
The Chinese built this massive dam and it failed because the slit drainage failed and the
dam became a sand bar. The Dutch engineers kept telling the Chinese engineers they had to
test this stuff first in real life not just depend on computer simulations. The Chinese didn't
believe them or get it. Just like Japan ruined the clean-up from their nuclear problem they
just could not find a creative solution to the problem and made mistake after mistake. They
didn't create nuclear energy it came out of another races mind. So they don't have the level
of mind to deal with it.
Asian's are intelligent and civilized people outside of China where people piss in the
streets in day light. I never met a Japanese or Korean I didn't like either and I respect them in
general. But they are not as evolved as the White Race we can build something and the
Asian's can maintain it well but not invent it themselves or move beyond it. There is also
Aryan blood in Japan and parts of China and probably Korea and other areas of the South
Pacific from when the Aryan's lived all through there. Take a look at Nan Madol.
Malaysia is a jewel of South East Asia it was built by the British like Hong Kong.

